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LOVELY DESIGN.
Aesthetics, functionality, knowledge of the materials, 

comfort and a pinch of glam are the distinctive traits of our 
products. It has always been a pioneer in the treatment 

of thermoplastic materials, exploring, since the 1970s, 

their functional characteristics and expressive potential. 

“Patty”, a folding chair in ABS, is the symbol of this 

enterprise, followed by a large collection of products. A 

complete line of chairs, tables and barstools for the home or 

public site: practical, resistant and contemporary, they have 

been created in collaboration with important designers. Our 

production has always been completely Italian, with three of 

our own production units across northern Italy.



Alain Ducasse - Cafè Jacques
Museo Quai Branly — Paris — France

Sedia Lisa — design Marcello Ziliani
chair

Photoshoot:

Odeon

Project:

Restaurant

Architects:

Architecte d’intérieur pensé
par ALIENOR BECHU - AGENCE VOLUME ABC



Otivm
Milano — Italy

In the heart of Milan rises OTIVM from an idea of N+M Design 

Studio, a venue born to amaze.

In a building designed by Gio Ponti in the centre of Milan 

and more precisely close to the famous Piazza Cordusio, the 

architects and designers of N+M Design Studio find the right 

inspiration to create a restaurant that revolutionizes and 

transforms the classic architectural standards. The project 

inspired by De Chirico mixes the principles of interior design 

with the purely architectural ones. OTIVM, the restaurant 

designed and created by Valerio Tremiterra with other 

partners, is characterized by a strong theatrical and surrealist 

atmosphere. Arches with clean and neoclassical lines have 

been specially created to emphasize and create perspective, 

accentuated by a background of yellow/orange tones that aims 

to create deliberately undefined images that play on the free 

interpretation of the observer. And it is in this seductive and 

metaphysical atmosphere that more elements are inserted, 

like the elegant Lisa armchairs, here presented in total white 

and total blue colours in a chequered pattern.

Poltrona Lisa — design Marcello Ziliani
armchair

Photoshoot:
Odeon

Architects:
N+M Design Studio

Project:
Restaurant

Dealer:
M.B.A. Contract



OTIVM is therefore a venue, a restaurant created to break 

the mould, an environment outlined by surrealist references, 

by physical shapes that open the doors to metaphysical 

dimensions, by lines, colours, and various elements that live 

and move thanks to the artistic vision and attention of Nick 

Maltese and the architects of N+M DesignStudio.

The high quality of the cuisine represented by Chef Gianluca 

Rosano Wayne completes the whole concept, and today we 

can say that OTIVM has already become a destination for 

celebrities from all over the world.



Hill Colle Bistrot
Erbusco — Italy

Lady B — design Studio Zetass
armchair

Photoshoot:

Odeon

Project:

Restaurant — Bistrot





Kaori - Japanese Restaurant
Varedo — Italy

Kaori is a project in which geometry as and abstract form and 

tangible material are suspended in an in(de)finite time frame.

The significant height of the rooms has allowed for a play 

on suspended volumes, creating different settings without 

being bound to the floor and, therefore, furnishing layout. 

This is the origin of the three ‘suspended rooms’: three large, 

consistent, yet contrasting rooms in the centre of the space, 

lightweight and floating. They resemble an open weave fabric 

whose structure has been literally woven by alternating wood 

and brass structures based on a series of interlocking shapes 

that have been deliberately repeated an infinite number of 

times in varying directions. The three rooms, illuminated 

by the sun, also conjure up images of age-old conflicts in a 

rhythmic pattern of light and shadows which helps sculpt 

the shape and perception of the space in the hall. Thus, three 

different settings are created which coincide on the ground 

with the same number of lines of sinuous chairs, reinforcing 

the position and dynamic shape.

Sedia Lisa — design Marcello Ziliani
chair

Photoshoot:
Odeon

Dealer:
Pozzoli Moving & Living

Project:
Restaurant

Architects:
SGSM Studio — Arch. Sabrina Gallini



Light filters through these structures and defines the details 

of the individual elements which are silhouetted against the 

backdrop of the large windows. The gaze of the onlooker is also 

captured by constantly changing perspectives, following the 

endless sinuous line of the spaces and shapes of the furniture. 

The space is lit by clusters of lights made of brass tubes which 

direct warm beams of light onto the tables, creating small, 

intimate settings. Brass partitions between the chairs, counter 

tops covered in mirrors and onyx-coloured floors, complete the 

idea of a floating, ‘suspended’ atmosphere of the 
restaurant. Lisa chairs have been chosen in a brass-finish to 

add continuity to the setting, shown here in light-coloured 

fabric to enhance the shine of this material.



Dolce Cafè
Larnaca — Cipro

True to the atmosphere of the original salons de thé of 

Paris, espresso bars of Milan and picturesque Viennese 

open-air cafés, the Dolce Café ensures all visitors are 

transported to a world of gilded glamour and guilty 

pleasures. This is a one-of-a-kind lounge café, where you can 

eat and drink exceptionally well, seated on Lisa Waterproof 

chairs and You armchairs at Tiffany tables.

Sedia Lisa — design Marcello Ziliani
chair

Project:
Lounge cafè

Architect:
Marios Makris — Interior Design Consultants



Vlasna Kava Cafè
Charkiv — Ukraine

Sedia Summer — design Roberto Semprini
chair

Project:

Restaurant



Tentazioni Ristorante
Costa Volpino — Italy

Poltrona Lisa — design Marcello Ziliani
armchair

Photoshoot:

Matteo Zanardi

Project:

Restaurant



Il Tronco
Monopoli — Italy

Sedia Lisa Wood — design Marcello Ziliani
chair

Project:

Pizzeria

Project assistant:

Roberta Coppi

Principal Architect:

Angelica Picoco



Dinner
Legnano — Italy

DINNER in Legnano, a concept in the name of tradition

From food to furniture, like the Lisa chairs, everything is a 

tribute to the Italian essence 

theMODE Cocktail & Discobar in Legnano was founded in 

2004, and it has quickly become a point of reference for 

the meeting and entertainment of a clientele attentive to 

new trends. A successful and innovative venue that led the 

property, last spring, to undertake a new project. A place 

in Legnano dedicated to catering and events created in 

the building adjacent to the historical Villa Jucker. Here, 

significant renovations of the spaces and organization of the 

prestigious adjoining park were carried out. A functional and 

aesthetic intervention that has made the location suitable 

for hospitality. Inside this multi-purpose structure, on the 

mezzanine floor, there is ‘DINNER’, the evening restaurant 

of theMODE, dedicated to the pleasure of conviviality and of 

being at the table to taste dishes inspired by a traditional and 

genuine cuisine, which uses and exalts the raw materials of 

Italian food.

Sedia Lisa — design Marcello Ziliani
chair

Dealer:
Aeffe arredi

Photoshoot:
Odeon

Architects:
Arch. Fratelli Colombo

Project:
Restaurant



The historical building and the park of Villa Jucker anticipate 

the internal environment of the dining room: an open space 

furnished deliberately in contrast with the grandeur of the 

place that hosts it. The open kitchen, the large bar counter,

the red chandeliers of Murano glass, the comfortable Lisa 

chairs, the marble tables, and the living area with the 

inevitable piano, trademark of theMODE, welcome people in a 

cosy, light atmosphere – almost domestic.

The Lisa chairs designed by Marcello Ziliani are proposed here 

in brass finish, with monochromatic padding in dove grey or 

blue velvet. The stools with blue padding, also in brass finish, 

are arranged along a counter that faces directly the open 

kitchen.



Miss Dô
Berlin — Germany

Architect Martino Sacchi of Rhizomet studio chooses Lisa Wood 

for Miss Dô, a Vietnamese restaurant in Berlin.

The Vietnamese restaurant Miss Dô is in the food court of 

a shopping mall, in a southern district of Berlin. The decor is 

based on the identification and accentuation of opposites.

Within one of the most artificial and anthropized architectural 

types – the non-place of a shopping mall – an explosion of green 

creates unexpectedness. The oxygen and moisture released 

from the leaves determine the visitor’s immediate perception 

of being in a place outside its context. A non-abstract, concrete 

site with a strong natural matrix that evokes South-East Asia 

(and in particular Vietnam) rather than the metropolitan area 

of Berlin.

Sedia Lisa Wood — design Marcello Ziliani
chair

Photoshoot:
Paolo Sacchi

Architects:
Martino Sacchi — Rhizomet

Project:
Restaurant



The theme of opposites is also proposed through the use of 

the metal orthogonal structure that develops along the entire 

length of the walls, with a support function for tables and plants.

The furniture is also designed to reinforce the nature-centric 

approach of the restaurant space. Not just vegetation, but also 

extreme environments. The shape of the tables evokes that 

of icebergs, the mountains of ice that, despite their immense 

masses, manage to rise over the water.

The choice of Lisa Wood chairs was therefore inevitable!



K - Kaiseki Restaurant
Castellanza — Italy

A new destination for the lovers of Japanese cuisine opens 

its doors in Varese, the K - Kaiseki Restaurant. It was 

designed by Andrea Langhi Design, who thought of a place 

that could represent the dish that inspired the venue: the 

kaiseki, a traditional Japanese meal composed of many small 

dishes, which together give life to an unforgettable sensorial 

experience. And for the seats? None other than the Lisa chairs 

and armchairs designed by Marcello Ziliani, presented in 

2018, already one of the most requested products for their 

sober lines and the infinite combinations of finishes, 

materials, and fabrics. For the restaurant they chose the brass 

finish for the frame and a teal blue velvet fabric for the padding 

of the seat and backrest. A whole collection to offer maximum 

relaxation in convivial moments.

Sedia Lisa — design Marcello Ziliani
chair

Dealer:
Luigi Cappelletti General Contract
F.M. Arredamenti
Verde vip
Eq Speakers

Photoshoot:
Odeon

Architect:
Andrea Langhi Design

Project:
Restaurant





Lords Of Verona
Verona — Italy

Redevelopment project by Innovazioni

A splendid example of recondition of the medieval building 

of the Casa Della Pietà and its Medieval Tower, 
characterized by contemporary furnishings for the interior.
Me and You, a family of chairs and armchairs with an inviting 

appeal from the 50s. Now they become an integral part of 

Lords of Verona, which counts thirty-two flats including 

studios, two-room, and three-room flats from 50 to 110 sqm, 

all developed with refined and soft light-grey shades. Verona, 

considered one of the capitals of beauty, hosts in the 

splendid setting of the central Piazza dei Signori the new 

flathotel by Simone Micheli, the hero architect by definition 

who has been entrusted with the project of interior and lighting 

design, a unique work aimed at welcoming the guest in a 

refined, pure atmosphere that focuses on man and his well-

being. The building unites a new and an ancient soul, able to 

combine the most modern dictates of home automation with the 

classicism of the Palazzo della Pietà, a tower dating back to 

the XIII century formed by large blocks of marble that were 

used in the construction of the Verona Arena.

ME — design Simone Micheli
chair

Interior and lighting design project:
Simone Micheli

Distribution, Recovery Project
and Construction Management:
Marco Molon

Photoshoot:
Jürgen Eheim

Redevelopment project by Innovazioni - Management:
Allegroitalia Hotel & Condo

Project:
Condohotel



The types of flat you can stay in are different, but elegance and authenticity indistinctly guide the space: the pure and soft shapes mould 

the environment making it completely alien to everyday life. The symbol of the Scaliger family marks every floor: a medieval “logo” 

inspired by the ones that make up the texture of the gates of the Scaliger Tombs, the ancient sarcophagi containing the remains of the 

cynocephalic leaders, which rise diametrically opposite in Piazza dei Signori. Simone Micheli, as in every project, takes care of every 

detail, from the bed to the handle, from the tall unit to the chair. And for the environments he adopted the You and Me collection. The 

company has supplied over a hundred Me and You armchairs in pearl and platinum colours, all with bleached beechwood frame, 

according to the architect’s precise indications. The seats, with their enveloping, sinuous lines, perfectly match the custom-made 

furniture and large wall prints, including sculptural and architectural details of the Venetian city.



Luppolo & Farina
Latiano — Italy

The restaurant ‘LUPPOLO & FARINA’ (Hops and Flour) was 

inaugurated in 2015 in the heart of a small town of the Salento 

region, a project that expresses a new entrepreneurial model 

that engages young people, enthusiastic about wanting to 

introduce the Neapolitan culinary tradition to Latiano and its 

surroundings. A cosy, sober, and minimalistic environment 

but with a style that is refined and studied in detail without 

sacrificing comfort. Wood – a common element around which 

rotates the design of the restaurant – combines with design 

lighting fixtures made of ceramic, a connection between the 

old and the new. All rooms have a soundproofing false ceiling in 

wood fibre to guarantee a snug hospitality, far from the outside 

noise. All the environments have been furnished with the same 

attention to enhance the beauty of simplicity by introducing 

few and simple functional furnishings. This is why the Smilla 

chair in technopolymer, the Nemo and Natural Metropolis 

tables, and the Lisa Wood stools where chosen. In the 

architecture, the expression of Luppolo & Farina’s 

philosophy: the magic of taste originates from simplicity.

Smilla tecnopolimero — design Arter&Citton
chair

Photoshoot:
Gotico Fotografia

Architects:
Arch. Giuseppe De Donno —  DDS + Architetti

Project:
Restaurant



Housing in Franciacorta
Brescia — Italy

Poltrona Lisa — design Marcello Ziliani
armchair

Photoshoot:
Odeon

Project:
Private house

In the splendid setting of Franciacorta, there is a recently 

renovated farmstead that pays homage to the refined 

atmosphere of the 50s and 60s, where the environments 

are expertly furnished so that nothing is left to chance. In 

particular, the living room is designed with the warm tones 

of wood, confirmed by the antique rose of the sofa 

and accentuated by the Lisa armchairs in brick red velvet. 

They are perfect seats to enjoy classy dinners in front of 

contemporary paintings or to listen to music from a vintage 

radio station.



In March 2017, opened Franco Pepe’s kiosk “La Filiale”. The 

location, that hosts the new creation of the pizza chef from 

Caserta, is the spectacular L’Albereta Relais & Chateaux in 

Erbusco, among the vineyards of Franciacorta.“La Filiale” 

was born from an old kiosk on two floors, surrounded by the 

forest of L’Albereta, that the property has decided to restore 

in order to make a space where you can enjoy gourmet pizzas, 

accompanied by great wines. On two levels, the pizzeria was 

restyled on the architect Valentina Moretti’s project with a wise 

use of natural materials such as wood, stone and marble. The 

bar area has a spectacular counter of 7 meters and a kitchen 

to toast with a glass of wine or a cocktail at the dinner that 

will follow. Upstairs there is the real living room with 

forty seats. The interior design of “La Filiale” chose Alice 

Wood barstools in special edition to give the context a touch 

of natural elegance and Smilla chairs to complete the 

atmosphere with simplicity and sophistication.

La Filiale C/O L’Albereta Relais & Chateaux
Erbusco — Italy

Smilla — design Arter&Citton
chair

Photoshoot:
Fabio Cattabiani

Project:
Restaurant



Media Agency in Milano
Milano — Italy

Project:
Media Agency

Architect:
Lucrezia Calvi

Photoshoot:
Lorenzo Pennati

MB New Media is a communications agency specialized in social 

media management. Located in the heart of Milan, through its 

design it wants to convey the energy of a young, serious and 

reliable company. The redevelopment of the interior design is 

the work of architect Lucrezia Calvi, who interprets the space as 

a framework in which design elements, materials, and finishes 

coexist perfectly. The meeting hall is particularly important, 

where a table in Carrara marble is accompanied by the 

refined Lisa armchairs. The brass frame is combined with an 

ochre velvet, with warm and delicate reflections, while the 

backrest envelops the visitor. The armchairs emerge as 

protagonists in an environment characterized by simple 
lines but a strong personality.

Housing in Toscana
Forte dei Marmi — Italy

Sedia Lisa — design Marcello Ziliani
chair

The interior design of this living space is an example of how 

the combination of few elements can offer a result of 

extraordinary beauty. A main contributing factor is the 

choice of the Lisa collection, perfectly at ease in furnishing 

with elegance this refined home in the heart of Forte dei 

Marmi, the most à la page town of the whole Versilia.

Project:
Private house



MVRDV transforms factory into office made of glass at 133 Wai 

Yip Street - Hong Kong.

In the eastern region of Kowloon in Hong Kong rises up a palace 

made entirely of glass and steel. The work takes the place of 

an old factory, which covered over 18,000 square meters, 

and is a candidate to be one of the most innovative urban 

redevelopment projects in 2016. Old and new are easily 

distinguishable, and what happens within it is visible by 

outside observers. This architectural model has grasped and 

well expressed a taking place change in today’s business: 

society is back to believe in economy by showing what is 

happening in background. In the designers’ aim, the building 

is a sign/symbol of the history of the neighbourhood and track 

for its future, not only architectural but also for environmental 

sustainability. The use of glass improves energy saving 

(consumption record -17% per year), a very important factor for 

urban city like Hong Kong.

133 Wai Yip Street
Hong Kong — China

Isy Antishock — design Roberto Semprini
chair

Architects:
MVRDV

133 Wai Yip Street by MVRDV 

Project:
Office

Photoshoot:
Ossip van Duivenbode



Vanity — design Arter&Citton
armchair

133 Wai Yip Street is a masterpiece of light, harmony and 

infinite space, which is almost equal on artwork. Inside you 

will find shops and offices, furnished in coherence with the 

style of the building: tables, shelves, floors and walls are all 

transparent. In the rooms, emblem of purity and simplicity, 

you can find Isy Antishock and Vanity chairs: the structure of 

transparent polycarbonate simulates that people are 

suspended in the air in a situation of extreme lightness. The 

project of “133 Wai Yip Street” was edited by MVRD, Dutch firm 

based in Rotterdam, specialized since 1993 in architecture and 

urban design theme.



She is a star of the Italian gastronomic firmament. Her name is 

Nadia Vincenzi and she is the owner of the homonymous “Da 

Nadia” restaurant. Her philosophy of cooking has not changed: 

immersed in an elegant and relaxing atmosphere, guests can 

taste a menu that is a return to simplicity, where the freshest 

fish is the protagonist. Whatever dish you choose, you can find 

an harmony of flavours, colours and excellent products.

In the beautiful farmhouse in the center of Erbusco, you will be 

charmed by the rustic and tidy location. The largest living room 

was made by closing the portico and was transformed into a 

veranda. Here, guests can sit on the sophisticated Natural Miss 

B Pop and enjoy the view of the court and the garden, where 

they can also eat outdoors on the Ginevra with armrests. The 

other room is indoor and has a stone ceiling and an old tiled 

floor. It is furnished with You armchairs, designed by the 

architect Simone Micheli. The restaurant has got since 2012 a 

Michelin star.

Ristorante Da Nadia
Erbusco — Brescia — Italy

Natural Miss B Pop — design Luisa Battaglia
armchair

YOU — design Simone Micheli
armchair

Ginevra con braccioli — design Centro Stile 
armchair

Project:
Restaurant



Located in the centre of the town of Hokksund, the 

Sanden Hotel is the perfect destination for those who 

want to discover the most authentic Norway. Defined by a 

typically Scandinavian design, the hotel has minimalist yet 

comfortable rooms. The taste for the shades and natural 

materials is also evident in the internal restaurant, strongly 

characterized by the use of wood and a colour palette 

dominated by green. Perfect synthesis of this Nordic style 

are the Natural Zebra Pop, with frame in bleached 

beech. Extremely comfortable thanks to the 

upholstery but at the same showing a minimalist outline, 

they give the Sanden Hotel an unexpected touch of Made 

in Italy.

Sanden Hotel
Hokksund — Norway

Natural Zebra Pop — design Luisa Battaglia
chair

Project:
Hotel & Restaurant



Located in the heart of Fira, the capital of the island, Kalisti 

Hotel & Suites is the ideal hotel to discover all the wonders of 

Santorini. Built with natural materials, such as local wood and 

stone, the hotel is characterized by a minimalistic design but 

with luxurious and refined details. In particular, the outdoor 

area reveals itself to be an oasis, where you can enjoy an 

experience of total relaxation. With an elegant and refined 

look, the white of the walls and the floor plays in 

contrasting colours with the black of the furniture. Guests 

can in fact have lunch and dinner sitting on the Igloo seats or 

on the Glenda and Igloo Chairs, or sip a cocktail directly at the 

bar counter on the Igloo stools. The black & white style also 

continues by the poolside where you can swim or sunbathe 

overlooking a beautiful garden.

Kalisti Hotel & Suites
Santorini — Greece

Igloo Chair — design Luisa Battaglia
chair

Project:
Hotel & Suites



Konieczny’s Ark La Casa “Arca”
Katowice — Poland

No definition can describe the residential building of 

Konieczny’s Ark that did not include the word “infinite”. Not 

only for the spectacular view which can be enjoyed from its 

windows, but also for the vast landscape that surrounds it, 

in a rural quiet, peaceful and far from the urban atmosphere. 

Designed by the architect Robert Konieczny, leader and founder 

in 1999 of the architectural studio KWC Promes, the particular 

structure of the house is due to a twist, so that only a corner 

touches the ground, while the other part remains clinging 

to the ridge of the hill. With this solution, part of the ground 

floor, where the bedrooms are located, reaches the first floor. 

The shape is designed to minimize the risks due to the slope 

of the hill, which, in the event of landslide, would drag away the 

building. The shape is a strong reminder to the figure of the barn. 

But innovative, because the house has a double “roof”. The one 

placed to protect the structure, as a normal roof; the second as 

a wall that looks at the hill and protects it from the water flowing 

from the hill.

Vanity — design Arter&Citton
chair

An observer could refer to the house as an ark floating on 

the endless green of the lawn. The interior is a perfect 

combination of natural, sophisticated, harmonious design, totally 

unexpected if we were to stop on the doorstep. If so, we would 
not discover the Vanity chairs ,  designed by Arter & Citton where 

we could sit and admire the landscape and get lost in the 

infinity of this contemporary ark.

Architects:
Robert Konieczny — KWC Promes

Project:
Private house





From the wide glass windows you can see all the charm of 

Paris. In the heart of Paris, just a few steps from the Opéra 

Madeleine, there is a 19th-century haussmannian building 

with a well-restored penthouse on the top floor. Originally 

a photographic studio, under the direction of the French 

architect Vincent Parreira, the apartment was completely 

redesigned both in form and function. Today it is used as a 

duplex apartment for short-term rentals to tourists who want 

to visit the city and actors on tour at the Opéra. The renovation 

project has insisted on a well-kept interior design, where the 

ancient atmosphere is reinterpreted in contemporary style. 

Through the glass walls, you can see the Palais Garnier, façades 

of the Grand Hôtel and rooftops of the city. In the dining room, 

in order to welcome guests there is a Natural Metropolis table 

of, which perfectly highlights the warm atmosphere given by 

the parquet floor and the light that enters the large 

skylights. The light is exactly the natural element that makes 

unique in the world this apartment in Capucines Boulevard, 

because guests seem to touch the sky all day long and stars 

at night.

Cap Project – Capucines Boulevard
Parigi — France

Natural Metropolis — design Centro Stile 
table

Architects:
AAVP - Atelier d’Architecture

Interior design project:
Vincent Parreira

Photoshoot:
Luc Boegly

Project:
Apartment



S&R Carlone Architects of K1artStudio have realised the 

restyling project of the L’Arte Contadina’s dehors. 

In addition of being the name of the restaurant, L’Arte 

Contadina also reflects its philosophy. With a menu based on 

simple ingredients, it offers traditional Apulian dishes and 

pizzas, served with selected beers. Located in the magnificent 

little town of Sammichele di Bari, its dehors has recently been 

restyled to make the location even more welcoming and in 

relation with the beauty of the surrounding area.

Partially covered by a pergola, the outdoor space has been 

enhanced by painting the wooden frame in white to give 

brightness to the whole environment. The cleansing of the 

stone and the addition of customized decorations along the 

walls have given a touch of hospitality and joviality to the 

atmosphere of the restaurant. The choice of the colours and 

furnishings, as well as the lighting, allows to create a perfect 

continuity with the interior space.

L’Arte Contadina
Puglia — Italy

Sedia Più — design Arter&Citton
chair

Architects:
S&R Carlone Architects
of K1artStudio

Photoshoot:
K1artStudio

Project:
Restaurant



In L’Arte Contadina, among the elements of the furniture, 

you can find Più chairs, which are perfectly combined with 

the other products. Thanks to the soft curves, Più chairs have 

contributed in transforming the design of the restaurant into 
an experience of comfort and functionality. Thanks to the 

restyling project, curated by the S&R Carlone Architects of 

K1artStudio, today hosts of L’Arte Contadina are able to have 

lunch or dine immersed in a new atmosphere, as the text on 

the dehors wall tells: “There is nothing that can not be solved 

with a smile and good food.”



In the heart of Milan, not far from the Fashion District, the 

new showroom of Binova Cucine opened. The protagonist 

of important inventions and patents, the brand is an 

emblem of Italian design in the world, recognized for its 

elegant style and for his creations with solid and unalterable 

charm, without fear of time. The kitchens in the exhibition 

space are designed by the company’s internal design team, 

led by the Director of Design, Daniele Marcattili. The interiors 

are by the same team in collaboration with the architect 

Michele Negri of L2 Group staff, who has combined absolute 

technic and research of materials and concepts in 350 

square meters of exhibition. Each exhibition is indeed a 

real scene, studied in detail, to breathe the atmosphere of the 

kitchens to customers and to already imagine them in their 

living environment. 

Showroom Binova
Via Durini — Milano — Italy

Frog — design Luisa Battaglia
barstool

Daylight Pop — design Luisa Battaglia
barstool

Project:
Showroom

Interior design project:
L2 Group



Natural Drop Pop — design Arter&Citton
armchair

The kitchens Binova with its furnishings, providing some products-

icons with unique style. Among the tables are noted Metropolis XL 

and Metropolis L, combined with the Natural Drop Pop chairs, Vanity 

and Natural Zebra Pop barstools. Visiting the showroom you can also 

find creations in limited edition designed for Binova. Thanks to the 

showroom Binova, Milan welcomes a new design space, as a place to 

discover the interaction between man and furniture, needs and 

functions.

Metropolis XL — design Centro Stile table

Sgabello Zebra Bicolore — design Luisa Battaglia
barstool

Sgabello Natural Zebra Pop — design Luisa Battaglia
barstool



Located in the Maspalomas Dunes nature park, with direct 

beach access, the recently completed Santa Mònica Suites 

Hotel has opened its doors in a beautiful and captivating 

landscape. Within the hotel, comfort is united with design 

in Natural Zebra Pop - functional and resistant thanks to 

its upholstered structure, from the fabric that skillfully 

combines the color of the sun with the elegance of the 

natural beech wood frame. The soft and comfortable 

lines and the warm yellow of Zebra Pop are the maximum 

expression of relaxation and wellness that pervades all of 

the environments of the Santa Mònica Suites Hotel.

Santa Mònica Suites Hotel
Gran Canaria — Spain

Natural Zebra Pop — design Luisa Battaglia
chair

Project:
Hotel



Ristorante Enotavola della Casa del Barolo
Torino — Italy

Natural Tiffany — design Centro Stile 
table

Restaurant Enotavola della Casa del Barolo is in Turin, 

on Via dei Mille 10 bis: the ideal place for a tasty lunch 

or a relaxing dinner. The winning mix of the menu 

prepared by young chef Domenico Paone and a fine 

selection of wines is enhanced by a nice and modern 

atmosphere, but with the unmistakable charm of an old-

fashion restaurant. 

The decor features a selection of furniture that includes 

our Natural Zebra Antishock dove-grey chairs and the 

Natural Tiffany tables with cement effect top.

Natural Zebra Antishock — design Luisa Battaglia
chair

Project:
Restaurant



“The Edge”, in Leeds, in the United Kingdom, is a luxury 

students’ residence that offers its guests different 

organizational formulas and innumerable benefits. The study 

room is furnished with our Drop chairs to complete a young and 

captivating internal design of this incredible, new structure. 

The reception area, with snack bar and relaxation area, features 

bi-coloured Zebra stools, a choice in perfect harmony with the 

fun and colourful environment, which also seeks to express 

style and care with its furnishings.

The Edge
Leeds — England

Drop — design Arter&Citton
armchair

Project:
Student’s residence



Spazio Moka is a café, restaurant and wine bar in the Shopping 

Center I Mulini. Its location makes Spazio Moka the true soul 

of the center that, after a masterful restoration work, became 

what is known as an oasis of shops and services. Spazio Moka is 

the meeting place of the center, the point of departure or arrival 

of each walk in the gallery. In an afternoon of shopping, Spazio 

Moka is ideal for a coffee break or to enjoy a tasty aperitif. To 

complete the cozy furnishings, our Natural Miss B, in perfect 

harmony with the café.

Spazio Moka
Cagliari — Italy

Natural Miss B Antishock — design Luisa Battaglia
armchair

Project:
Cafè & Restaurant



Viva is synonymous of natural fast food & takeaways, thought 

for lunches, snacks and moments of “Good, Fresh and Natural”. 

It is an oasis of wellbeing in urban format, where everything is 

prepared daily with strictly fresh fruit and vegetables, without 

adding frozen or preserved products and where the product 

packaging are environmentally friendly to. At the new Elnos 

Shopping Centre of Roncadelle (BS), a Viva store could not 

miss. Indeed it has already become an attraction for those who 

love to have lunch with genuine food, offered in a design space. 

Warm colours are balanced with the bright colours of fruits and 

vegetables at disposal of customers, that can choose to pack 

your own meals. During their shopping sessions, customers 

can sit on the comfortable chairs Natural Giulia and taste 

the delicious food of Viva at Cross table. The project, with 

natural and sophisticated setting, has been realized by 

Spazio Futuro Group, which operates on the market for 

almost thirty years in design and realization of commercial 

stores and restaurants.

Viva - Elnos Shopping Centre
Brescia — Italy

Natural Giulia — design Centro Stile 
armchair

Project:
Cafè & Bistrot

Interior design project:
Spazio Futuro Group



In the historic center of Košice, in one of the oldest buildings 

of the city, is Le Jour Caffè. It is a beautiful example of 

restoration by the studio BPd design&art. The restaurant 

has a definite character, with an inspired, cutting edge 

setting. The space is divided into two different zones: one 

part, conceived as a quick coffee bar where clients can 

sit at the bar on Natural Zebra Pop stools, upholstered 

in a jade green that combines in perfect harmony 

with the natural tint of the wood used to create the bar, 

and another rear area, with material and natural 

decorations, that is dedicated to tables and chairs for those 

who want to enjoy a longer pause.

Le Jour Cafè Bar
Košice — Slovakia

Sgabello Natural Zebra Pop — design Luisa Battaglia
barstool

Project:
Cafè – Bar

Architects:
Studio BPd Design & Art



Managed by a young couple, Lara and Bert, the restaurant 

mainly offers pasta dishes served in cardboard cartons. That’s 

where the name “In the box” comes from, and its menu is 

further enhanced by the breakfast and coffee bar offerings 

in the morning. The idea was born from their passion for 

cooking, particularly pasta, and from the desire to start their 

own business, reinventing the location that previously hosted 

a housewares shop owned by their parents. In line with the 

philosophy of the location is the choice of Zebra 

Tecnopolimero, a contemporary design seating solution.

In The Box
Veurne — Belgium

Sgabello Zebra Tecnopolimero — design Luisa Battaglia
barstool

Project:
Restaurant & Cafè



It is in the Netherlands, but when you enter in Restaurant 

Vlaar you feel like you are in a small French bistro. Located in 

the town of ‘s-Graveland, it has already distinguished itself in 

the Dutch food and wine scene. The kitchen proposals are a 

masterpiece of quality and taste, available in different tasting 

menus with refined dishes and seasonal products. The owner of 

the venue, Arlo Vlaar, took care of the style of Restaurant Vlaar 

in every single detail. The interior design of the restaurant is 

simple but very chic, petite but very bright thanks to the large 

windows that open directly onto the veranda. Here, in the 

beautiful spring and summer days, guests can sit outside 
on the Giulia armchairs and very comfortably enjoy the 

delicacies of the restaurant. Much appreciated by tourists 

and residents of the city of ‘s-Graveland, Restaurant Vlaar 

offers everything you could desire for an evening with 

friends: comfort, taste, and elegance, thanks also to the 

Made in Italy.

Restaurant Vlaar
‘S-Graveland — The Netherlands

Giulia — design Roberto Semprini
armchair

Dealer:
The Garden Store

Project:
Restaurant



According to travel bloggers and gourmet connoisseurs it is 

a real paradise for oyster lovers. It is called Oyster Bar and 

it is a small pearl in the great sea of the Australian catering 

industry, for the quality of food and the magnificent view 

that can be admired both from the internal room on the first 

floor and from the panoramic outside area. In all Elizabeth 

Quay Precinct, there is in fact no better place to enjoy the 

beautiful view over Perth’s water ways. Oyster Bar is always 

the perfect destination: ideal for quick rendezvous with 

friends, business meetings, or evenings out for dinner, 

the venue offers a casual and convivial atmosphere, made 

spectacular by the magnificent view over the Swan River. 

The owners, to make their guests feel even more special, 

have chosen to furnish the Oyster Bar outdoor area with the 

Più barstools and the Ginevra armchairs. Thanks to its 

Made in Italy, the Oyster Bar exterior is already a trendy 

venue not only for the excellent menu, but also for the 

furniture style.

Oyster Bar
Perth — Australia

Sgabello Più h.75 — Arter&Citton
barstool

Dealer:
Furniture Options, Western Australia

Ginevra con braccioli — design Centro Stile 
armchair

Project:
Restaurant



Pomme De Pain
Dubai — United Arab Emirates

Its history is a story that started thirty years ago in Paris. Since 

then, Pomme de Pain has come a long way, opening stores all over 

the world. In fact, since 2008 it has crossed the national borders, 

spreading first in Morocco and in Europe and then everywhere 

else, like a true franchise chain. As such, customers can find the 

same menu everywhere and a design consistent in all Pomme de 

Pain. No exception to this is one of the latest fast-food restaurants 

of the French chain, open in Dubai in the shadow of the Burj 

Khalifa. Overlooked by its 830 meters, emirs, tourists, and passing 

businessmen can taste sandwiches, salads, desserts, and wines 

from the French cuisine.

To furnish the outdoor area of the venue, Pomme de Pain has 

chosen the Drop armchairs with technopolymer body and 

coated frame, in the colours of dove and cocoa, which are 

reminiscent of the shades of the desert that surrounds Dubai. 

Easily stackable and extremely comfortable, they make the 

outside square a cosy sitting area.Drop — design Arter&CItton
armchair

Project:
Restaurant



Soul Sushi, Japanese fusion restaurant found on Cova 

de Piedade ad Almada, is just steps from Parque da Paz. It 

is a unique restaurant that unites the precepts of 

traditional Japanese cuisine with more varied ingredients 

and different culinary techniques. The cuisine is not the 

only distinctive characteristic of Soul Sushi, it is joined 

by the trendy and elegant furnishings: the seats are Vanity 
Chairs.

Soul Sushi
Almada — Lisbon

Vanity Chair — design Arter&CItton
chair

Project:
Restaurant



The Sempachersee in Nottwil, near Lucerne in Switzerland, 

is a contemporary hotel. In addition to the bedrooms, it 

features over 40 rooms for meetings, auditoriums, and 3 

large outdoor spaces to host any kind of event: an avant-

garde hotel, without architectural barriers. The outdoor 

amphitheatre has been supplied with about a thousand, 

very robust Sirio chairs in technopolymer designed by 

Arter&Citton, printed with “Air Moulding” technology. A 

seat intended for contract solutions where durability and 

sturdiness are substantial elements.

Hotel Sempachersee
Nottwil — Switzerland

Sirio — design Arte&Citton
chair

Project:
Hotel



Located inside the Camping Europa Village, the Le Bricole 

restaurant directly overlooks the Adriatic Sea, offering 

a splendid view to its guests. Renowned for its strategic 

location just a few steps from the Jesolo lido, the Camping 

Europa Village has renewed its gastronomic offer with 

a venue taken care of down to the smallest detail. The 

architecture is a hymn to open spaces, natural light, 

and sinuosity of the waves referenced in the ceiling of 

the main hall. To decorate the indoor area and the large 

outdoor terrace, they chose the Eco table and the 
Sunset armchairs in the colours light blue and linen, to 

reference the colours of the sea and sand, which 

characterize the camping area.

Le Bricole
Lido di Jesolo — Italy

Sunset — design Luisa Battaglia
armchair

Project:
Restaurant



A corner of Rome where you can taste fine wines, welcomed in 
an environment that is a perfect mix of design and tradition. 
The project is the work of Viterban architect Domenico Lo 

Giudice, who between wooden walls and tables, chose the 

modern touch of our chairs and Diva stools.

Wintaly Food & Wine Boutique
Roma — Italy

Diva — design Centro Stile chair

Project:
Wine Bar

Architect:
Domenico Lo Giudice



Example of English architectural style, the new headquarter 

of the University Campus of Lecco - territorial Polo of the 

Polytechnic of Milan - is a modern structure of 40,000 square 

meters, perfectly placed in the adjacent urban context, where 

teaching and researching activities are of home. With the aim of 

showing both physically and ideologically as a University open 

to internationality, the architectural complex is composed by 

accessible and closed zones, in continuity with the landscape.

Lightness, transparency, brightness and colour of the 

materials, give the building a sense of contemporary, thanks 

to new ways of use and combinations among elements. To 

complete the architectural composition, colourful Sai chairs, 

expression of synthesis and functionality. They are able to mix 

the perfection with the originality of this temple of culture and 

sustainable design.

Politecnico di Lecco
Lecco — Italy

Sai — design Centro Stile chair

Project:
University Campus





One Events, the prestigious organization of English events, 

has chosen Igloo and Zebra Antishock chairs  by preparing 

some events that took place in the beautiful location of One 

Horse Guards.

Located in the heart of London with fantastic views of the 

London Eye, Big Ben and Parliament, this location is inside 

the monumental building known as ‘Whitehall court’ which 

now houses the residences of the most important British 

citizens.

One Horse Guards
Londra — England

Igloo Chair — design Luisa Battaglia
chair

Zebra Antishock — design Luisa Battaglia
chair

Project:
Location for events



What we eat is culture. This is the philosophy that underlies the 

relationship with the Italian food and even more true for Emiliani 

people. In the province of Parma, Fidenza, a RistoBottega has 

been recently opened. It does not only embodies, but also 

enhances the pleasure of good food and the typical conviviality 

of the territory.

Its name is KM90 RistoBottega, because its customers will 

never find a food produced more than 90 kilometres away. It 

is point for those who spend time for shopping at Fidenza Outlet 

Village, KM90 RistoBottega is an Emilian square born by the 

meeting of three great food companies specialized in meats, 

cheeses and salami.

Km90 Ristobottega Emiliana
Fidenza — Italy

Natural Maxi Diva — design Centro Stile chair

Project:
Restaurant



Isy Tecnopolimero — design Roberto Semprini
chair

Cross — design Centro Stile table Raffaello
table

Gala
chair

Sgabello Isy Tecnopolimero — design Roberto Semprini
barstool

The gorgeous building housing KM90 RistoBottega is an 

open space that allows customers to enjoy the meals as an 

experience all round: they can taste Emilian cuisine at the ded-

icated food points, sitting on chairs and stools Isy Technopol-

ymer gathered around by the Cross tables or on Natural Maxi 

Diva with Natural Tiffany, or on the outdoor terrace furnished 

with Raffaello tables and Gala chairs; buy it for home or attend 

in real time to a large part of its preparations, thanks to some 

open kitchens. The offer of KM90 RistoBottega is indeed wide 

and fulfils all the desires of taste and flavours. Cafeteria, cor-

ner for the Emilian snack, restaurant and shop are distributed 

throughout the open space. KM90 RistoBottega is the ideal 

lo-cation to enjoy the pleasure of eating well together.



Pomme 2 Carotte is the restaurant of Sandrine Rey-Gorez, 

young French businesswoman who, in collaboration with chef 

Jean-Yves Defourny, has created, in an evolving neighborhood, 

a reference point for lovers of healthy cuisine made with fresh 

products and selected labels that can easily be found on the 

wine list. The furnishings of Pomme 2 Carotte mirror its soul, the 

design was entrusted to the experience of Evelyne Rioux, who 

has been liberally inspired by artists Mel & Kio. The restaurant 

is composed of two different rooms: one, fresh and colorful 

on the upper floor, and the other, warm and welcoming, on the 

lower floor. The Natural Ola chairs are part of the furnishing 

choice of the room on the upper floor.

Ristorante Pomme 2 Carotte
Oullins — France

Natural Ola — design Mark Robson
con Luisa Battaglia
armchair

Project:
Restaurant

Interior design project:
Evelyne Rioux



The Oasis Parcs Punt-West Hotel & Beachresort perfectly 

reflects the respect that the Dutch architecture reserves 

to nature and its manifestations. Located in the beautiful 

bay of Du Punt, the resort integrates perfectly with the 

surrounding landscape. The materials used are completely 

natural, ecological roofs are covered with a layer of grass, large 

windows let in the natural light indoors and open onto terraces 

overlooking the sea. The studios and villas represent the 

meeting between luxury, privacy and relaxation: the size of 

rooms, ceiling height, the intelligence with which the spaces 

are distributed offer beauty and functionality to the interior, 

furnished environments with solutions designed to enhance 

integration between inside and outside. Among these, there 

are also Coccolona . Among them there are also the Coccolona. 

Stable, durable and comfortable seating are the ideal 

solution to enjoy the sea view from sunrise to sunset, from one 

of the beautiful terraces of the ‘Oasis Parcs Punt-West Hotel & 

Beachresort.

Oasis Parcs Punt-West Hotel & Beachresort
Ouddorp — Holland

Coccolona — design Centro Stile 
armchair

Project:
Hotel & Beachresort



Sand, light-blue sea and surrounding Mediterranean scrub 

give life to Oktágona: a peaceful oasis of sober and elegant 

architecture, that overlooks the landscape respecting its nature, 
thanks to the study of previous shapes, colours and materials. 
Okàgona is thought to feel at home its guests and cuddle them 

by an exclusive welcome, where the beauty communicates 

beauty. The structure balances perfectly the magnificence of 

Puglia with design furniture. To scrutinize the entire plant from 

the East, it is indeed the Adriatic Sea that gives breath-taking 

shows and that the guests of Oktàgona beach & restaurant 

can admire, seated on Tiffant tables and confortable stayed on 

Ginevra and Coccolona designed.

Welcomed by a winding stone path, your eyes are immediately 

drawn to the two central octagons, the bar and the restaurant, 

and then get lost in the immediately next lawn, a green field 

characterized by tall and vigorous palm trees and by the foliage 

of typical trees of Brindisi that protect the space from the sun-

rays. The turf hosts umbrellas made by white African cane and 

tables, whereas at a few steps of distance exclusive private 

spaces are shown, enclosed by snow-white linen sheets, which 

provide coolness and reserve.

Oktàgona Beach & Restaurant
Brindisi — Italy

Ginevra con braccioli — design Centro Stile 
armchair

Project:
Beach & Restaurant



Restaurant Oranjerie
Paleis Soestdijk — Holland

Today Soestdijk Palace is a museum, but in the past it was the 

residence of Queen Mother Juliana, and her husband, Prince 

Bernhard, parents of Queen Beatrice of the Netherlands. In 

1884, architect L.H. Eberson created the Oranjerie project in 

Imperial style within the park of the palace, by commission 

of King William III. Since December 2006, this space has 

assumed the function of hosting the museum restaurant, 

a space of class and a high quality restaurant. It is the ideal 

location for important dinners, wedding receptions and other 

types of celebrations. The modern and careful 

furnishings stand out in such an enchanting setting, the 

chairs are: Gio chairs and Day h.82 barstools, with Tiffany 

tables completing the furnishings.
Gio — design Luisa Battaglia
chair

Day — design Centro Stile 
barstool h.80 - h.65

Project:
Restaurant



In Hungary, everyone knows Tejivó, the chain of 4 milk bars 

that offer tasty Hungarian breakfasts, pastries, sandwiches, 

salads and a wide variety of drinks and sweets made from milk, 

at affordable prices. The outdoor spaces are furnished with 

Coccolona chairs and sofas in linen, light grey and 

anthracite, and with Domino tables in anthracite.

Cserpes Tejivo
Budapest — Hungary

Coccolona — design Centro Stile 
armchair

Divano Coccolona — design Centro Stile 
sofa

Project:
Milkbar



Nestled in the Hemel-en-Aarde Valley in South Africa is Villa 

Bona Dea Private Estate, atop mountain slopes from where 

you can enjoy a breath-taking view as far as the eye can see. 

This exceptional setting amidst nature is the theatre of grand 

ceremonies and events that host a large number of guests. In 

the richly decorated rooms of Villa Bona Dea, Igloo Chairs find 

their ideal location, thanks to their classical and elegant shape, 

the refined sturdiness of the structure in polycarbonate and 

the convenience of a smart design that makes them perfectly 

stackable.

Bona Dea Private Estate
Hemel-En-Aarde — South Africa

Igloo Chair — design Luisa Battaglia
chair

Project:
Private Estate
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